Abstract-Localization is a fundamental problem for many kinds of mobile robots. Sensor systems of varying ability have been proposed and successfully used to solve the problem. This paper probes the lower limits of this range by describing three extremely simple robot models and addresses the active localization problem for each. The robot, whose configuration is composed of its position and orientation, moves in a fully-known, simply connected polygonal environment. We pose the localization task as a planning problem in the robot's information space, which encapsulates the uncertainty in the robot's configuration. We consider robots equipped with: 1) angular and linear odometers; 2) a compass and contact sensor and; 3) an angular odometer and contact sensor. We present localization algorithms for models 1 and 2 and show that no algorithm exists for model 3. An implementation with simulation examples is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION L
OCALIZATION, the task of systematically eliminating uncertainty in the pose of a robot, is widely regarded as a central problem in mobile robotics. A wide spectrum of sensor systems have been proposed for the localization problem, ranging from visibility sensors [1] - [3] to landmark detectors [4] - [6] . How complex a sensor system does localization truly demand? In this paper, we take a minimalist approach, describing two simple robots with which localization is still possible and a third for which localization is provably impossible.
Suppose a robot is given an accurate map of its environment, but has no knowledge of its configuration. The robot's goal is to move within the environment, gathering information about its configuration until the uncertainty is eliminated. We may consider this task as a planning problem with discrete stages, but this approach is complicated by the fact that the robot's configuration is unknown. This leads us to define the robot's information space and give methods for computing its information state within that space. Informally, the robot's information state is a set of candidate configurations in which the true configuration is known to lie. When the robot is finally localized, the information state contains only the robot's true configuration.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TRO.2007.900636 Fig. 1 . Although R1 and R2 have only slightly stronger sensing than R3, they are capable of localization whereas R3 is not.
We consider the localization task for three distinct robot models:
1) R1-A robot equipped with angular and linear odometers. This robot can accurately rotate and translate through its environment, measuring each of these motions. 2) R2-A robot equipped with a compass and contact sensor. This robot can, using its compass, orient itself with respect to a global reference frame, then move forward until its contact sensor detects the environment boundary. 3) R3-A robot equipped with an angular odometer and contact sensor. This robot can rotate with respect to a local frame and then move forward until reaching the environment boundary. The main contribution of this paper is to classify these robots according to their ability to localize themselves. We show that R1 and R2 can localize themselves in polygonal environments, but R3 cannot.
The intention of this line of inquiry is to identify basic sensing requirements for robotic tasks. For a given task, some robot systems are capable of completing the task whereas others are not. Our goal is to search the space of robot systems for the boundary between the "can localize" and "cannot localize" regions. This boundary gives an indication of the necessary conditions on robot models for localization. In this paper, we describe a very simple robot (R3) in the "cannot" set and show that small improvements to its angular sensing (R2) or linear sensing (R1) lead to models in the "can" set. See Fig. 1 .
The balance of this paper is organized as follows. We present related work in Section II. Section III formally defines our robot models and gives a problem definition. Sections IV and V describe localization algorithms for robot models R1 and R2, respectively. In Section VI, we show that no localization algorithm exists for R3. Concluding remarks appear in Section VII.
Portions of this work appeared in preliminary form in [7] and [8] .
II. RELATED WORK
There are two primary lines of antecedent research. First, many works have studied the localization problem itself on theoretical and practical levels. Second, a recurring theme in robotics research has been the notion of minimalism, the idea that simple but carefully designed robotic systems can offer advantages in cost, efficiency, and robustness over more complex systems that are richer in sensors and actuators.
A. Localization
We can generally separate localization research into two flavors. Passive localization [2] , [9] - [11] does not prescribe motions for the robot, but only provides methods for using sensor readings and externally selected commands to estimate the robot's state. In this paper, we consider active localization problems, in which the goal is to prescribe motions for the robot in order to fully determine its position. Algorithms in this context are often expressed as online methods and evaluated in terms of their competitive ratio [12] , which compares the lengths of paths generated by the algorithm to the length of the shortest possible path that could have been selected if the robot started with full information. In [13] , the environment is constrained to an embedding of a bounded-degree acyclic graph into R n with sensing limited to the orientations of incident edges. This algorithm has competitive complexity O(n 2/3 ), in which n is the number of leaves in the graph.
The problem of computing a localization strategy that minimizes the worst case distance traveled by a robot equipped with a visibility sensor was proved NP-hard in [14] . The optimal strategy can, however, be approximated (in the competitive ratio sense) and [14] gives an algorithm based on the visibility cell decomposition that does this. An important weakness of this algorithm is that it relies on motion commands that direct the robot into visibility cells that may be arbitrarily small. In [15] , this difficulty is addressed by introducing randomization. Another work considers the problem in the framework of approximation algorithms [16] .
Other works have used probabilistic methods for active localization. In [17] , the robot localizes itself with respect to a metric map by representing its knowledge as a probability distribution over its state space and selecting actions that reduce the entropy of this distribution. Jensfelt and Kristensen [18] address similar problems, but use a topological map.
B. Minimalism
Both sensors and actuators are subject to significant errors in precision and accuracy. Effective robots must be robust to these errors. Starting, perhaps, with Whitney's critique of mid-1980s' robotics research [19] , an approach has arisen in which these difficulties are dealt with by designing extremely simple robots that exploit the compliant properties of the system in question to execute their assigned tasks. This approach has been called minimalist robotics. It has been applied to problems in manipulation for part orientation [20] - [22] . Bug algorithms [23] - [26] are used for navigation by robots capable of moving toward obstacles and following walls. In [27] , the robot has an extremely crude range sensor that can only detect discontinuities in depth information. As the robot explores its environment, this information is used to construct a data structure that allows for optimal navigation between previously visited locations. More explicit maps can be built with a range sensor by traversing the generalized Voronoi graph of the environment boundaries [28] , [29] .
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we formally define an active, global localization problem for robot models R1-R3. We also define the robot's information space, which is the machinery we use to solve the problem.
A. Actions, Transitions, and Observations
Allow a point robot with orientation to move in a compact, simply connected polygonal environment W ⊂ R 2 . Assume that the rotational symmetry group of W contains only the identity symmetry. 1 Let ∂W denote the boundary of W , which is itself a subset of W . The robot has access to an accurate map of W , including its orientation in the plane. Since the robot's orientation is relevant, the configuration space is C = W × S 1 , in which S 1 is the set of directions in the plane, represented as unit vectors in R 2 . The space of available actions depends on the robot model. For each, we define an action set U and a state transition function f : C × U → C.
1) Robot R1 can, at each time step, issue either of two types of commands. First, the robot may rotate by a commanded amount. Since the robot has an angular odometer, we assume that rotation commands are executed precisely. Second, a translation command may be issued, instructing the robot to advance forward by a given distance. The actual distance traveled may be less than the commanded distance, if the robot reaches the boundary of the environment first. Formally, let U = S 1 [0, ∞) denote the robot's action space, in which elements of S 1 denote relative rotation commands and elements
2) The action space for R2 is the unit circle U = S 1 . A single u ∈ U represents a rotation to orient the robot in a given direction, followed by a motion forward to the environment boundary. The state transition function f maps a configuration action pair (x, u) to the opposite endpoint of the maximal segment in W starting at x and having direction u in the global frame. Note that because the robot has a compass, we assume it can orient itself as it wishes; therefore, the current orientation (specified as part of its configuration) is not relevant to R2.
3) The model for R3 is similar to that of R2, but with the motion directions specified relative to the robot's current orientation, rather than with respect to a global reference frame. We still have U = S 1 , but f is modified to interpret u as a motion direction relative to the robot's current heading. An iterated version of f that applies several actions in succession will also be useful
Consider a sequence of commands u 1 , . . . , u K . This, combined with an initial state x 1 , defines a sequence of configurations
After each action, the robot receives an observation from its sensors. One may regard this observation as a "hint" regarding the true configuration of the robot. Let Y denote a space of possible observations and h : C × U → Y denote an observation function that gives the sensor reading that would result from choosing a particular action from a particular configuration. Both Y and h depend on the robot model. 1) For R1, we must consider the feedback provided by the linear odometer. Choose Y = [0, +∞) as the observation space, in which an observation y ∈ Y indicates that in executing the previous action, the robot's translation had magnitude y. Rotations always succeed without providing useful feedback, so h(x, u) = 0 when u ∈ S 1 . 2) Neither R2 nor R3 have sensors that provide useful feedback about the environment. For each, the capabilities of the sensors are instead modeled in the action sets. We assume that the compass (for R2) and the angular odometer (for R3) are used as part of a closed loop control system that correctly executes the desired rotation. Similarly, the contact sensor is used to stop the robot when it reaches the environment boundary, but does not provide sensor observations as such. Therefore, for both R2 and R3, we select a dummy observation space Y = {0} and define h(x, u) = 0 for all configurations x and all actions u. Lastly, we can define a sequence of observations
B. The Information Space
Since the robot's initial configuration is unknown, it can use only the actions it has selected and the observations it has received to draw conclusions about its configuration. To handle this complexity in a concrete way, we consider the problem as a search through a space we call the robot's information space. To begin, consider what information is available from the robot's action and observation sequences.
Definition 1: A configuration x k ∈ C is consistent with an action sequence u 1 , . . . , u k−1 and an observation sequence y 1 , . . . , y k−1 if there exists some configuration
The intuition is that the consistent configurations x k are those for which there is some starting configuration from which executing the given action sequence would produce the given observation sequence and leave the robot at x k . The set of consistent configurations provides a concise way of describing the information available to the robot.
Definition 2: Suppose the robot has chosen actions u 1 , . . . , u k and received sensor readings y 1 , . . . , y k . The information state η k is the set of all configurations consistent with these actions and observations. The information space I is the set of all information states, in this case, the power set of C. 2 Transitions in information space are determined by the current information state, the selected action, and the observation from the sensors. The information transition function has the form F : I × U × Y → I, and can be defined in terms of f and h
Thus, we have a sequence of information states
We approach the task of localization as a planning problem in I. Initially, the robot has no knowledge of its configuration, so the initial information state η 1 = C contains the entire configuration space. The goal region is
A plan is a feedback strategy on I: We want a function I → U such that, regardless of the robot's initial configuration, repeatedly executing the actions chosen by this function leads in finite time to an information state in I G . For R1, we must specify a policy π : I → U . For R2 and R3, there is no meaningful feedback, so it is sufficient to choose a sequence u 1 , . . . , u K of actions that eliminates the state uncertainty. We call such a sequence a localizing sequence.
IV. LOCALIZATION WITH ODOMETRY
In this section, we present an algorithm to solve the localization problem described in Section III, for robot model R1. Recall that R1 is equipped with linear and angular odometers. An overview appears in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is "online" in the sense that the commands it issues depends on the observations obtained as the robot is executing. Indeed, there is no external "plan" computed ahead of time; instead, we may regard Algorithm 1 itself as a plan in the sense that it defines a feedback strategy on the information space.
A. Algorithm Overview
The algorithm tracks the robot's information state η k throughout the execution. The first step, INITIALACTIONS, issues several commands to move from the initial condition (η 1 = C) to an information state of finite cardinality. This process is described in Section IV-B. For some degenerate but potentially interesting environments, INITIALACTIONS fails to generate a finite information state, instead possibly leaving one or more continua expressed as intervals on the boundary of W . The function ELIMINATESEGMENTS issues commands guaranteed to reach an information state devoid of such segments. This issue is dealt with in Section IV-C. The final section of the algorithm, detailed in Section IV-D, systematically reduces η k until only a single configuration remains.
B. Generating a Finite Set of Candidates
This section describes a technique for reaching an information state of finite cardinality. The central idea is to make two motions between points on the boundary of the environment, separated by a 90
• turn. We show that if the environment has no pair of parallel edges, only finitely many configurations are consistent with such a sequence of motions. Section IV-C addresses the more troublesome case when the environment violates this condition.
The robot, starting with no knowledge of its position, makes several motions, which are: 1) Move forward until reaching the boundary.
2) Rotate 180
• , then move forward until reaching the boundary. Let d 1 denote the distance traveled in this motion.
3) Rotate 90
• , then move forward until reaching the boundary. If the robot reaches the boundary immediately, rotate 180
• and try again. Let d 2 denote distance traveled in this motion. The commands to "move until reaching the boundary" can be realized by selecting a translation amount larger than the diameter of W . In order to continue in final step, the robot must make a net rotation of either 90
• or −90 • , depending on its angle of incidence with the boundary. Except when the robot reaches an environment vertex, at least one of these rotations allows the robot to continue. If the robot knows it has reached an environment vertex, then there are already only finitely many candidates. The use of 90
• rotations is motivated by the simplifi- cations it affords in (5). In principle, rotations of other amounts would work equally well. The problem remains to find the set of configurations consistent with these initial motions. For simplicity, we ignore the first translation and, instead, consider only the two boundaryto-boundary translations with lengths d 1 The set of final endpoints of these chains can be used directly to compute a set of candidate configurations of the robot. Fig. 2 shows an example.
1) Generating Candidates for Three Fixed Edges:
The robot's initial motions visit three environment edges. Suppose these three edges p 1 p 2 , p 3 p 4 , and p 5 p 6 , and the order in which the robot visits them are fixed. Let p a ∈ p 1 p 2 , p b ∈ p 3 p 4 , and p c ∈ p 5 p 6 denote the three boundary points visited by the robot (see Fig. 3 ).
First, parameterize these three points as follows:
The first motion has length d 1 ; therefore, p a − p b = d 1 . Expanding from the parameterization, as shown earlier, gives a quadratic constraint in a and b
with constant coefficients
in which we use the convention that p i = (x i , y i ). We also know that p c must be distance d 2 from p b , and that p b − p c must be perpendicular to p a − p b . These constraints are satisfied when
in which s 1 is either −1 or +1, depending on whether its net rotation was 90 
Note that if either denominator is 0 (corresponding to p 5 p 6 being horizontal or vertical), the system can be solved trivially.
Equations (4) and (6) form a linear-quadratic system in a and b. Barring degeneracies, this system has at most two solutions, which can be found analytically by standard methods. The method described earlier gives candidate values for a, b, and c. Candidates for which any of a, b, or c are outside the interval [0, 1] should be discarded, because they correspond to endpoints outside of p 1 p 2 , p 3 p 4 , or p 5 p 6 , respectively. The final configuration (that is, position-orientation pair) of the robot resulting from such a candidate is (p c , atan
Lastly, note that if d 1 = 0 or d 2 = 0, then the robot knows that its position is at some convex vertex of W . This does not, however, eliminate the uncertainty in the robot's orientation. In order to determine its orientation, the robot must move away from the vertex. To do so, the robot must rotate and attempt translations, at most 360/θ times, in which θ denotes the measure of the smallest interior angle in W , measured in degrees.
2) Generating Candidates Over All of W : The previous section showed how to find candidate solutions, given d 1 , d 2 , and three fixed environment edges to be visited in sequence. Candidate positions over the complete environment can be computed by iterating over each ordered triple of environment edges. Since we must admit the case where p 1 p 2 = p 5 p 6 , there are n(n − 1)(n − 1) such triples. The at-most two candidates for each can be computed in constant time. In practice, the performance of this process may possibly be improved by a preprocessing step, which, for each pair of environment edges, computes the minimum and maximum distances between mutually visible points on these edges. This information can be used to filter some edge triples as infeasible without explicit consideration.
As a final step, the candidate list must be pruned, retaining only those candidates that represent motions that lie entirely within W . In a simple polygon, data structures are known to answer such queries in O(log n) time, with O(n) preprocessing time and O(n) space [31] . This final candidate set becomes the robot's information state η k .
C. If Some Boundary Edges Are Parallel
Although the preceding exposition made the assumption that the environment contains no pair of parallel edges, environments of practical interest often contain parallel edges. In particular, note the case where the environment contains a narrow strip bounded by two parallel edges. This situation would arise, for example, in an indoor corridor or narrow room. When parallel edges exist, continua of final configurations may be consistent with the robot's initial motions. See Fig. 4 . Each of these continua can be eliminated with a motion parallel to itself.
D. Localization From a Finite Set
The previous sections showed how to select actions to guarantee that η k contains only finitely many configurations. How can we select additional actions to determine the robot's true position from among these candidates? The approach is to select two candidates and choose motions that are guaranteed to disambiguate them. More precisely, we want to choose two configurations x 1 and x 2 from η k and choose actions u k , . . . , u k+j so that η k+j+1 contains either x 1 or x 2 (or neither) but not both.
In Sections IV-B and IV-C, we described a method for reaching an information state representable by a finite union of single configurations. Given an information state η k , an action u k , and an observation y k , how can we compute the resulting infor- given in (2) . The definition suggests the algorithm should proceed in two stages: First, we find the forward projection of η k under action u k , by ray shooting in W . Then, we prune from the result any configurations for which the distance traveled differs from y k using a simple, constant time procedure.
For a given configuration x, let W x denote a transformation of the environment W into the robot's local frame, such that the robot rests at the origin and faces the positive x-axis. Note that (0, 0) ∈ W x if and only if the position portion of x is contained within W in the global frame.
Select x 1 and x 2 arbitrarily from η k . Compute W x 1 and W x 2 and overlay them (see Fig. 5 ). In this overlay, rotation and translation commands affect both x 1 and x 2 in the same way; we can choose a destination position in this frame and command actions that navigate both x 1 and x 2 to this point in their respective local frames.
Since W has no nontrivial rotational symmetries, we have
∈ W x 2 , this path must cross the boundary of W x 2 at least once. The translation action corresponding to this crossing of the boundary of W x 2 necessarily distinguishes between x 1 and x 2 . If the robot began at x 1 , its odometry reading at this step will be greater than if it had begun at x 2 . One of the two can be pruned after this step. A third possibility is that both candidates are pruned before or during this step. This could happen if the robot's true configuration is neither x 1 nor x 2 , but some third configuration in η k . In this case, the remaining actions in the plan can be discarded, and new choices for x 1 and x 2 can be made from the reduced η k+1 .
Which path should the robot follow within W x 1 to reach p from (0, 0)? To disambiguate x 1 and x 2 requires only a path that stays within W x 1 but leaves W x 2 . Our implementation uses the shortest path between (0, 0) and p, which can be computed in time O(n) [32] , [33] . Also, of potential interest is the minimum link path [34] , which minimizes the number of robot commands. The minimum link path can also be computed in time O(n). In any case, a piecewise linear path in W x 1 can be trivially converted to a sequence of alternating translation and rotation commands.
E. Complexity
Let n denote the number of edges in W . In INITIALACTIONS, we execute fewer than O(n 3 ) ray shooting queries, each taking time O(log n), so this step takes O(n 3 log n) time to generate O(n 3 ) initial candidates. Let r denote the number of such candidates. If W has parallel edges, each segment returned by INITIALACTIONS takes time O(n log n) to compute.
The outer while loop in Algorithm 1 eliminates at least one candidate in each iteration, so there are at most r − 1 iterations. There are fewer than r − 1 iterations if some candidates are pruned as a side-effect of distinguishing x 1 and x 2 . The run time of each iteration is dominated by the time to compute F , which is O(r log n). This computation must be done at each of the O(n) steps of the path generated at each iteration. Therefore, the total computation time for the algorithm is O((n 3 + r 2 n) log n) = O(n 7 log n). It is possible that these bounds can be improved. The question remains unanswered whether r = Θ(n 3 ). Our informal experiments suggest that in practical situations, both r and the number of disambiguation iterations often fall far short of the upper bounds we present here.
F. Dealing With Symmetries in the Environment
We have thus far assumed that W has no nontrivial rotational symmetries. This is important in Algorithm 1 to ensure that there exists at least one point p in W x 1 but not in W x 2 . If this assumption does not hold, then we can still consider the problem of localization up to symmetry. This section makes the notion of localization up to symmetry more precise.
Definition 3:
A symmetry is a function composed of rigid translations and rotations mapping W onto itself. Without ambiguity we can extend such a function to C by applying the appropriate change of orientation. Two configurations x 1 , x 2 ∈ C are symmetric if there exists a symmetry under which
The number of symmetries of C can be computed in O(n) time [35] . The following lemma will be useful for showing the relevance of these symmetries to localization.
Lemma 4: The relation of symmetry between configurations is an equivalence relation, which we denote ≡. Each equivalence class of ≡ contains one configuration for each symmetry of the environment.
Proof: Observe that the symmetries of a polygon form a group under function composition. In particular, the identity is always a symmetry, and the set of symmetries is closed under composition and inverse. The reflexivity, transitivity, and symmetry of the ≡ relation all follow immediately. Now we show that R1 cannot distinguish between symmetric configurations.
Lemma 5: Consider an action sequence u 1 , . . . , u k−1 , an observation sequence y 1 , . . . , y k−1 , and the resulting information state η k . For any x ∈ η k and x ∈ C with x ≡ x , x ∈ η k .
Proof: Since x ∈ η k , there exists some initial state x 1 for which executing u 1 , . . . , u k−1 leads to x and generates y 1 , . . . , y k−1 . Since x ≡ x , there exists a symmetry τ under which x = τ (x). But f acts only locally, so we know that a robot starting from τ ( x 1 ) and executing u 1 , . . . , u k−1 has state f (τ (x 1 ), x 1 , u 1 , . . . , u j )) = τ (x) = x . Moreover, the observation sequences are identical, because the boundary edges of W are affected by τ in the same way as x 1 is. Consequently, τ (x 1 ) is an initial state that leads to x , thereby demonstrating that x is consistent with u 1 , . . . , u k−1 and y 1 , . . . , y k−1 . Hence x ∈ η k .
The practical importance of this lemma is that for R1, the localization task can only be accomplished modulo the symmetries in the environment. No sequence of actions and observations can distinguish between a pair of symmetric configurations. Note, however, that Algorithm 1 can be adapted to handle symmetries gracefully. The only modifications needed are to change the termination condition to stop when |η k | is equal to the number of symmetries, and to ensure that the configurations selected as x 1 and x 2 are not themselves symmetric. The rest of the algorithm remains unchanged.
G. Computed Examples
To illustrate its effectiveness, we have implemented Algorithm 1 in simulation, using simplified methods for many of the geometric computations. The implementation is in C++ on a 2.5-GHz GNU/Linux system. Fig. 6 shows a simple example in which the robot makes 13 motions to localize itself. In Fig. 7 , the environment is a regular pentagon, so the final information state contains one configuration for each of the five symmetries. The environment depicted in Fig. 8 is serpentine and self-similar, but has no symmetries. 
V. LOCALIZATION WITH A COMPASS AND CONTACT SENSOR
Having addressed the localization task for R1, we now consider R2, a robot equipped with only a compass and contact sensor. Once again, we show constructively that the localization task can be completed. A simple example of our algorithm's execution appears in Fig. 9 .
Recall that each action u ∈ S 1 represents a rotation to the given orientation, followed by a forward motion to the environment boundary. After its first action, the robot knows its true orientation. Also note that after the first motion, the robot's translations are all between points on the environment boundary. For these reasons, we can simplify the robot's state space to ∂W , ignoring orientation and the interior of W . In this context, the information states are subsets of ∂W . We use this simplification throughout Sections V and VI. 
A. Computing the Information Transition Function
This section presents an algorithm for computing F (η, u) given W , η, and u. We restrict our attention to information states that can be reached from the initial state η 1 = ∂W .
Consider Proof: Use induction on k. When k = 0, η = ∂W , which is the union of the vertices and edges bounding W . Assume inductively that η k−1 can be expressed as a finite union of open segments and points. Because F maps each segment to a finite set of polygonal chains on ∂W and each point to another single point, η k also has a representation as a finite set of points and segments.
The intuition is that, given an action u and an information state η described as a finite union of points and segments, the resulting information state F (η, u) is simply the projection of those points and segments onto ∂W in direction u. For a point, this projection is a simple ray-shooting query. For a segment ab, compute the projection by sweeping line parallel to u from a to b, generating a new segment each time the point on ∂W intersecting l closest to ab is a vertex of W (See Fig. 10 ). The time to perform this computation is O((m + nl) log n) for an information state described by m points and l segments in an environment with n vertices.
B. Algorithm Overview
We now present the localization algorithm itself. The algorithm proceeds in two parts. First, actions are selected which reduce the uncertainty in the robot's position to a finite set of possibilities. Second, additional actions are chosen to reduce the uncertainty from this finite set to a single point. The complete localizing sequence u 1 , . . . , u K is divided into two parts 
C. From the Entire Boundary to a Finite Subset
This section presents a sweep line algorithm for computing a sequence of actions to reduce the robot's information state to a finite set of points. The following lemma, whose intent is illustrated in Fig. 11 , provides the basis for the algorithm. Proof: For the forward part, note that since ab is contained in W and is, therefore, itself collision-free, the maximal collisionfree segment starting from each x ∈ ab is the same. Hence, each x ∈ ab maps to the same point under f . For the backward part, suppose u is not parallel to ab and F (ab, u) is a single point .  Then a, b, and F (ab, u) form a nondegenerate triangle. This is a contradiction because by definition of f , we must have ax parallel to bx.
Starting with η 1 = ∂W , the algorithm maintains a "current" information state η k and a sequence of actions u 1 , . . . , u k−1 mapping η 1 to η k . Computation proceeds by sweeping a vertical line l from left to right across W , maintaining the invariant that η k has no segments on the left side of l. Each time l reaches the endpoint of a segment ab in η k , the sweep line stops and the algorithm selects as u k whichever of (a − b)/ a − b and (b − a)/ b − a has a nonnegative x coordinate. The resulting η k+1 = F (η k , u k ) maintains the sweep invariant because the xcomponent of the motion of each segment in η k is nonnegative; hence, no segment can cross l. When l passes the rightmost vertex of W , it is certain that no segments remain in η k . It remains to show that this method generates a plan of finite length.
Lemma 8: The previously mentioned algorithm generates
actions for an environment with n edges. Proof: Let e 1 , . . . , e n denote the edges of ∂W and let v(e i ) denote a unit vector parallel to e i and oriented so that its x component is nonnegative. For a fixed i and j, F (e i , v(e j )) is a set of polygonal chains on ∂W with total complexity O(n). Let R ij denote the set of endpoints of segments in F (e i , v(e j )) and let R = i,j R ij . Observe that |R| = O(n 3 ). Clearly, every segment s reached by l is in the initial condition η 1 , or is a subset of some F (e i , v(e j )). There are n segments in η 1 and R is a set of earliest possible points at which an information state segment projected from another edge may begin. These events are sufficient to maintain the sweep invariant, so
D. From a Finite Subset to a Single Point
The previous section showed how to select actions u 1 , . . . , u K 1 that map η 1 = ∂W to a finite set η K 1 = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m } of points on ∂W . It remains to generate additional actions u K 1 +1 , . . . , u K 2 mapping {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p m } to a single point. We derive this part of the algorithm by reduction to the special case when m = 2. The more general problem for m points can be solved by iterating the algorithm for two points.
Let η = {p, q}. The ordering of the points is arbitrary but must be fixed. Our goal is to design a sequence of actions [right] The shortest path to any point not in the visibility polygon begins with a motion in the direction of a spurious edge.
Fig. 13. [left] Spurious edge t
That is, we want an action sequence mapping p and q to the same destination. For
and likewise
Our algorithm selects u k using only p k and q k . We begin with the simple base case.
Proof: Follows from Lemma 7 with a = p k and b = q k . The intuition is that if p k can "see" q k in the sense that there is an unobstructed path between them, then a motion in the direction of this path maps both p k and q k to the same place. Now suppose p k q k ⊂ W . The following definition is useful in this case.
Definition 10: For any x ∈ W , let Vis(x, W ) denote the visibility polygon of x in W , defined as
We follow [2] in characterizing the boundaries visibility polygons in terms of nonspurious edges which are parts of ∂W and spurious edges which are not. Observe that since W is simply connected, the spurious edges subdivide W in such a way that every point x / ∈ Vis(x, W ) can be associated with exactly one spurious edge such that the shortest path from x to x crosses this spurious edge. Further, the first segment of the shortest path from x to x is parallel to this spurious edge (see Fig. 12 ). Let t k v k denote the spurious edge crossed by the shortest path from
That is, select a motion in the direction of the spurious edge that hides q k from p k . Fig. 13 illustrates this selection (and the intuition behind the proof of Lemma 11) . This completes the definition of our action sequence
in which K 2 is the minimal i for which the first case applies. Clearly, if K 2 exists, then this action sequence is a localizing sequence. It remains only for us to show that K 2 exists.
Lemma 11:
Proof: Use induction on k. The statement is true by construction when k = K 1 . For the inductive step, note that q k moves parallel to t k v k , so that q k+1 is still behind this spurious edge. If q k / ∈ Q k , then q k must be in a region visible to some p i , or in some region not seen by any p i but separated from q k by t k v k . In either case, we can form a nontrivial loop in W , contradicting the simply connected property of W .
One informal way to understand Lemma 11 is to imagine that p is "chasing" q. With each motion, p takes a step in pursuit of q and eliminates a portion of the environment Q k in which q could be "hiding." If K 2 exists, then p eventually "catches" q. Now we can prove the algorithm's correctness. 
The algorithm as stated would alternate between the actions t k − v k and v k − t k . This problem can be avoided by rotating u k by a sufficiently small ensuring that q k q k+1 does not in- Fig. 14 illustrates this situation. This modification adds an additional action each time p k falls at the endpoint of a bitangent complement, but does not substantially change the analysis. Now we can finally return to the general case with m points. If m > n (recall n is the complexity of ∂W ), then by the pigeonhole principle, at least two points must lie on the same edge of ∂W . This pair of points can see each other, and one motion collapses them to a single point. In this way, we can reduce the information state to a set of at most n points using only m − n actions. Then, select an arbitrary pair of points p and q from the current information state η k . We have shown how to merge p and q in O(n 2 ) steps. Repeating this process at most n times results in a plan of length O(n 3 ) to map {p 1 , . . . , p m } to a single point. Combining this with the O(n 3 ) steps from the first part of the algorithm (Section V-C) yields a total plan length of
E. Computed Examples
We have implemented this algorithm in simulation. The top portion of Fig. 15 shows an environment with many regularities for which Algorithm 2 generates a 5-step localizing sequence. In contrast, our algorithm needs 28 steps for the similar but irregular environment in the bottom portion of Fig. 15 . This is in sharp contrast to visibility-based localization, in which such regularities are precisely what make localization problems difficult. Fig. 16 shows a very irregular environment for which our algorithm generates a 30-step localizing sequence. This sequence is executed from six different initial positions. The robot's final position is in the lower right.
VI. LOCALIZATION WITH AN ANGULAR ODOMETER AND CONTACT SENSOR
In Section V, we showed that robot model R2, a robot with only a compass and a contact sensor, is capable of localizing itself within its environment. In this section, we consider R3, a weaker version of R2 in which the compass has been replaced by an angular odometer. This model is identical to that of Section V, except that we now consider actions specified relative to an unknown initial orientation, rather than a global reference direction. Equivalently, we can consider the environment to have been rotated through an unknown angle θ, representing the difference between the global reference direction and the robot's initial orientation. A localizing sequence must map every x ∈ W to the same x f , regardless of θ. We show that, under this model, every sequence of actions fails. 
A. Comparison of Results
There are also some subtle but, perhaps, illustrative differences with the results we have presented for R1 and R2. The algorithm for R1 is effective only up to symmetry, whereas symmetries are not relevant to R2. This difference can be directly attributed to the fact that, for R1, angular information is only local, rather than global. Likewise, the algorithm for R2 can only guarantee a known final configuration. For R1, each motion is precisely measured. This provides sufficient information to determine the initial configuration and indeed the robot's entire path.
B. Comparison Between Sensing Models
Perhaps, the most closely related localization model is that of [14] , in which the robot uses an omnidirectional range sensor. The two-phase approach described in that work-that of finding a finite set of candidates (hypothesis generation) followed by determination of the true configuration from among these candidates (hypothesis elimination)-is similar to the approach of both Algorithms 1 and 2.
Model R1 is strictly weaker than the visibility-based model used in [14] . The visibility polygon available to the robot in that work can be viewed as an omnidirectional measure of the distance to the environment boundary. By ignoring all of these distances except the distance to the boundary directly forward, their robot can accurately simulate R1. Moreover, the work of [14] is mainly concerned with minimum distance localization, a problem we have not addressed.
Observe also that R1 and R2 are not directly comparable. Comparing R1 to R2, we exchange the compass for an angular odometer and the contact sensor for a linear odometer. In doing so, we have strengthened the linear (distance) sensing while reducing the robot's angular sensing. More broadly, we can imagine a partial ordering on robot systems, in which a comparison relation is defined by the ability of one robot to simulate another. In this context, the minimalist approach can be described as a search for minima in this partial order. We address comparisons of this type more formally and more generally in [36] .
C. Relationship to Probabilistic Methods
There is a large body of research on Bayesian methods for mobile robot localization (for example, [9] , [17] , [18] , [37] , and [38] ). One way to interpret the results is as a special case of techniques based on partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) [for example, [38] ] in which sensing is perfect. However, our use of set-based uncertainty allows us to treat the continuous state space exactly, but existing POMDP methods generally require discretization to a finite state space. This sort of Bayesian approach is a very natural way of extending our robot models to account for errors in sensing and motion. Progress has already been made on probabilistic models for some sensing capabilities considered here. For example, [37] presents probabilistic models for local odometry information. Our algorithms themselves, however, would require substantial adaptation. There is no clear analog to Lemma 7, so R2 could not "collapse" intervals of probability mass to single points in the same way. Another consideration is that, because we would be forced to settle for accumulating a sufficiently large portion of the probability mass in a sufficiently small region, the basic argument of Theorem 15 fails.
D. Open Questions
This work is based on an idealization in which the robot's internal map is perfect. If the robot's map is imperfect or absent, we may consider a space E of potential environments. The robot's state would be defined by its environment W ∈ E and its configuration x ∈ W × S 1 . The complete information space is the power set of E × C. If |E| is finite, we can compute candidates within each possible environment and continue until only one environment-configuration pair remains. If E is a richer set, perhaps defined by allowing tolerances in the positions of vertices, the extension is not as straightforward.
We have also assumed that the robot moves in a simply connected environment. This assumption is not needed for R1. For R2, it is needed primarily in Section V-D to ensure that p eventually "catches" q. However, because the motions of p and q have the same directions, it seems plausible that a very similar method would apply when W has holes.
Lastly, in this paper, we have only considered the question of existence of localization strategies. It remains an open problem to generate optimal localization strategies for our sensinglimited models. One relevant optimality criterion is the maximum distance travelled over all initial states in W . For R1, it may be possible to adapt the techniques used in [14] to show, by reduction from the abstract decision tree problem, that computing an optimal localization strategy is NP-hard. For R2, it is less clear how to proceed, because R2 does not admit branching in the localizing sequence.
